focusing on how PB has successfully (re)enfranchised traditionally marginalized constituents. I trace motifs from interviews with budget delegates (those who volunteered to vet project ideas and develop them into full ballot proposals) and allies, analyzing tensions between emerging models of managed participation and meaningful participation. I conclude by discussing implications for critical race praxis in PB.
CRITICAL RACE THEORY AND PARTICIPATORY DEMOCRACY
CRT began as a body of legal scholarship examining the ways in which facially neutral, "colorblind" laws perpetuated decidedly unequal access to rights and privileges in American society.1 For the past three decades, CRT has moved beyond legal scholarship to articulate material, structural, and ideological mechanisms of white supremacy in a range of policy arenas, especially education policy.2 A core tenet of CRT is that despite the fact that race is socially constructed and historically embedded, racism is pervasive and commonplace. Thus, colorblind or facially neutral conceptions of equality will only address the most egregious forms of individual-based racism, rather than structural inequalities between social groups. Dynamics of interest convergence, in which policies or reforms aimed to combat racism or promote equity are usually implemented only when they also serve the interests of white elites, also help to maintain status quo racial hierarchies.3 Bell's work on Brown v. Board of Education, for instance, contended that the landmark US Supreme Court decision for racial desegregation in public schools was structured in such a way that did not seriously threaten dominant interests.4 Brown v. Board of Education not only failed to break away from patterns of interest convergence, but it also prevented people of color from shaping education policy by withholding financial resources and governance control.
Because most formal channels for policy-making legitimize the voices of the powerful, the voices of the marginalized serve important purposes. CRT contends that the voices of people of color and other intersectional identities-by gender identity, class, and immigrant status, for instance-are unique.5 Alongside its firm stance against notions of racial essentialism, CRT contends that the social realities of people of color nevertheless give them experiences and viewpoints that are likely to be different from mainstream, dominant narratives. It therefore becomes imperative that people of color advance their own counter-narratives, often via storytelling modes that fall outside the usual confines of academic discourse.6
Although CRT is most prominent in the educational policy and legal literatures, it has also emerged as a field of inquiry in subject areas as varied as social and cultural geography,7 disability studies,8 refugee studies,9 and public health.10 In all of these fields, scholars have used CRT to investigate how facially neutral and socially constructed, "objective" criteria might have racially and intersectionally disparate effects, especially when there are institutional or state-sanctioned policies, or evaluative frameworks involved.
A particular challenge lies in articulating meaningful remedies in public policy and essential practices in critical race praxis, in articulating potentially actionable specifics and challenging the ways in which major institutions perpetuate inequalities. In response, scholars have paid increasing attention to the role of popular participation and community organizing in contributing to social justice and change for historically marginalized communities, especially low-income communities of color.11 Active community engagement can help to high-light patterns of inequality and real-life struggles of racial justice that fall below the radar of most policy-makers and academics; help constituents better understand their lived experiences in the context of larger, structural patterns of inequalities; and help people of color and marginalized communities to voice their visions of what good policy might look like.12 Through active engagement, constituents can mobilize and forward counter-narratives on what ails their communities, and what should be done in response.
Participatory democratic processes like PB, aiming for deeper participation by everyday constituents than elections and representative processes, are particularly fit for a critical race analysis because they aim to actively engage marginalized constituents in ways that dovetail well with core CRT tenets.13 Indeed, in past cases of PB around the world, diversity in participation by gender, income, and racial background contributed to the legitimacy, continuity, and redistributive potential of PB processes.14 In one example, women's participation was found to be positively associated with high-quality water services in Peru.15 PB has gained increasing attention as a process integral to racial justice work in the US. For instance, the Movement for Black Lives, a collective of more than fifty organizations associated with the Blacks Lives Matter movement, released a platform of six policy demands for racial justice; it named PB as a key component of its "community control" policy demand. 16 Nevertheless, some participatory processes have yielded decidedly mixed results on diversity. A bounty of critical research points at how seemingly public forums often exclude certain groups-the elderly, women, youth, et cetera.-in different ways, and how they often give the limelight to politicians, technical experts, and relatively well-resourced constituent groups.17 Further, while some scholars have analyzed the inclusion of constituents of African descent in PB (especially in Brazil and Peru), racial equity remains relatively under-studied to axes of gender and class in PB. 18 Some have suggested that, as PB has expanded beyond Latin America, its original goals of social justice and inclusion have not gained traction as much as its transparency directives. 19 There is an urgent need, then, to examine the ways in which PB can promote equity in our racially charged political landscape, with sensitivity to context, and a focus on outcomes as well as process. In particular, there remain questions not only on who tends to participate in PB, but whom PB benefits. Prevailing cultural logics and discourses in PB deliberations may shape what is considered ideal, the default option, or normal, and by extension, who is considered standard, in racially delineated ways, enacting what Bonilla-Silva calls "racism without racists."20 As suggested by both CRT studies and analyses of participatory democratic processes, meaningful and inclusive participatory processes cannot be "one-size-fits-all," and they must be tailored to not just accommodate but encourage distinct narratives (and counter-narratives) by context-specific constituents.21 A critical race praxis requires analyses of just how participatory democratic processes aimed at inclusion, like PB, challenge colorblind hegemony in multiracial communities, of which elements are most helpful, and of how such practices can be made even more robust.
CASE STUDY SETTING AND METHODS
In 2011, four New York City Councilmembers devoted a portion of their discretionary funds to PB. By the 2016-2017 cycle, thirty-one of fifty-one Councilmembers participated in PB. PBNYC is co-conducted by district committees, city councilmembers and their staff, the two lead organizations, and a bevy of volunteers. A steering committee, with representatives from the Participatory Budgeting Project (PBP, an organization providing education and technical assistance to PB processes throughout North America), various community-based organizations, and district committees, provide input on rules and strategies along the way. Since 2014, the City Council has also worked to coordinate efforts city-wide, and to host the steering committee.
In the fall of each year, councilmembers host neighborhood assemblies throughout their districts, where thousands of New Yorkers pitch proposals for community projects. Over each winter, some residents volunteer to become budget delegates, conducting feasibility and needs assessments to curate the proposals that will end up on the ballot, and working with city agencies to develop ideas into full-fledged proposals. Each spring, residents vote for the proposals that win funding via PB.
As a member of the research board headed by the Urban Justice Center Community Development Project (CDP), I work with other researchers to hone key research questions, instruments, data collection, and analysis. In keeping with participatory action research principles,22 the research board works collaboratively not only with researchers, but with community members (representatives from community-based organizations, facilitators, and former participants and budget delegates) as well. We worked with community members most 20 impacted by PB, to collectively co-shape research questions and co-interpret findings. Together, we drew upon interpretive modes of inquiry and knowledge production, emphasizing experiential knowledge alongside technical knowledge.23
In dialogues with community members, both at research board meetings and in the field, we also engaged questions of reflexivity and power. For instance, in co-designing survey instruments during research board meetings, we discussed whether certain questions reflected different implicit research agendas. Some community members asked whether some questions in the original survey drafts benefited researchers' desires for data compatible with large, national datasets like the General Social Survey, squeezing out questions that addressed their communities' most pressing concerns regarding PB. At such moments, we aimed for impact validity alongside more traditional forms of construct, internal, and external validity. 24 We kept in mind explicit uses for the research, even as we also worked to investigate under-studied or under-theorized questions regarding PB and participatory democratic processes. Together, we worked to articulate concrete recommendations for different sets of key stakeholders in the process: for example, City Councilmembers, district staff members, budget delegates, and community groups. Our emphasis on usable knowledge also shaped our dissemination plans. For example, some of the earlier interview data with groups working with members of traditionally marginalized populations (that is, the formerly incarcerated, youth, and undocumented immigrants) were included in internal reports and shaped our outreach strategies, but they have not been included in any publications.
The interpretivist study reported here included two distinct phases of inquiry. In the first phase of my inquiry, I draw upon rich quantitative and qualitative data-sets from the first two cycles of the PBNYC process. These data-sets include: survey data from neighborhood assemblies and voting periods, participant observations during neighborhood assemblies and budget delegate meetings, and semi-structured interview notes and/or transcriptions with current and past budget delegates.
Each year, the research board collects information on the demographics, civic experiences, and opinions of participants. Between 2012 and 2014, the board collected and analyzed over twentytwo thousand surveys, hundreds of interviews, and observation fieldnotes on both experiences with PB and potential barriers to participation. In 2015, the board collected another twenty-two thousand surveys. Given limited resources, the board analyzed 7420 of the surveys collected in 2015, chosen randomly.
I also draw upon notes and transcriptions from more than seventy semi-structured inter-views conducted by other research board members (or their students and assistants) in 2014. Of these, forty-two interviews were conducted with current budget delegates, and forty were conducted with past budget delegates.25 For these interviews, protocol questions included how participants first got involved, what their previous experiences with community efforts were, and what they largely saw as strengths and weaknesses of PB. These inter-view protocols did not include any questions that explicitly raised issues of race.
Through discussions of these interview data with both researchers and community members, the research board came to prioritize budget delegate experiences as worthy of further investigation.
In the second phase of my inquiry, I conducted twenty-five additional 1-to 3-hour inter-views with PB participants and allies, including outreach staff and representatives of all city agencies involved in New York's PB process, in 2014 and 2015. Interview protocols for budget delegates and city agency representatives were developed with the CDP-led research board. The interview protocols for these interviews included questions aimed to address issues raised by the 2013-2014 data, such as how successful proposals are evaluated.
In addition, I attended numerous events to observe deliberations between 2011 and 2015, during both phases of the inquiry. For this article, I coded observation and interview data according to thematic codes, engaging in several interpretive iterations of fieldwork and data analysis to explore themes grounded in the data, such as the role of city agencies in budgeting, and the pursuit of and challenges to equity in PB. I read analytical memos by other research board members, based on the same budget delegate interviews, but I also reviewed original notes and transcripts myself. The names of all fieldwork participants and affiliated agencies or organizations have been withheld for confidentiality reasons.
BROADENING STAKEHOLDERSHIP ON AN UNEVEN TERRAIN
New York's PB process has broadened some notions of stakeholdership, engaging tradition-ally disenfranchised constituents in the city. For instance, the first rulebook dictated that anyone over age sixteen who lives, works, attends school, or is the parent of a student in a district could participate in neighborhood assemblies and project-vetting, and residents over age eighteen, including undocumented immigrants, could vote on the allocations. Enthusiastic youth participation in neighborhood assemblies was instrumental in convincing adults to lower the PB voting age to sixteen, and the participation age to fourteen, in 2012. In some districts, the voting age lowered to twelve in the 2014-2015 cycle.
According to the survey data collected by CDP, constituents from traditionally marginalized subpopulations participated in PB at much higher rates than in traditional elections in every cycle thus far. Survey data also suggest that strong outreach efforts appear to pay off; low-income and foreignborn constituents were more likely to learn about PB through word-of-mouth or targeted campaigns, rather than online or through governmental-institutional channels. Notably, half of 2014 PB voters had never worked with others on a community issue before. One-third were foreign-born. In one district, over two-thirds of distributed ballots were in languages other than English.28 Strikingly, twenty-three percent of PB voters in 2015 had a barrier to voting in regular elections, largely because of age or lack of US citizenship.29 In many ways, then, PBNYC has succeeded in engaging traditionally marginalized constituents, even as more intensive forms of political participation are usually and paradoxically practiced by those with the most resources.30
Safe Spaces in a Deliberative Public Sphere PBNYC has broadened stakeholdership and reached traditionally marginalized communities precisely because it has not been colorblind. City Council staff, participating community organizations, and others have made concerted efforts to conduct targeted outreach. The operation's limited resources were largely devoted to contracts with experienced community organizers. These organizers worked with specific demographic groups, such as LGBTQ communities or Spanish speakers in East Harlem. In some districts where a substantial percentage of residents speak languages other than English, neighborhood assemblies were held in those languages, such as Haitian Creole and Yiddish in Flatbush, Brooklyn. Important notices, ballots, and surveys have consistently been distributed in nine languages. Such efforts created "safe spaces" for deliberation, especially by those without the public speaking skills, confidence, and educational background to speak up at more typical public fora.31
In addition to strong outreach efforts, well-organized neighborhood assemblies helped to include traditionally marginalized constituent groups in meaningful ways. Many were organized to first give smaller, more homogenous groups (defined usually by age or language spoken) time to deliberate ideas, and then to provide translation and facilitation across groups, with each small group presenting their "top" ideas to the larger assemblies. Indeed, budget delegates spoke repeatedly about how the PB process allowed them to engage in discussions with neighbors they may not have met otherwise, and to work with the proverbial "other" in deliberations. They emphasized how PB was deliberative, in that it encouraged the exchange of ideas and compromise. PB's tenor contrasted with that of electoral politics, even for those already politically active. For one delegate, the combination of working with others unlike herself and working towards binding budgetary decisions gave the PB process a sense of impact lacking in her usual civic engagement: "Every four years, I… vote… [but] feeling like this process is … responsive to community input … you don't often feel."33
One lesson from the budget delegate interviews lies in the potential for cross-cutting alliances of groups of residents or organizations, who might usually lobby for funds independently. Budget delegates spoke to the ways in which the PB deliberations allowed them to emphasize more than one aspect of their lives and identities-for example, as African-Americans, as Harlemites, as parents, as public housing residents, as sports fans, et cetera.-and emphasize issues of intersectionality, rather than a single identity-by race, gender, or other social axes. More than one interviewee stated that they ended up backing projects they would not have otherwise thought of or supported. Some budget delegates explicitly put aside their original ideas and stated that they would back new project ideas they felt addressed more pressing needs. Diverse participants were not just included; they were encouraged to draw upon lived experiences and to acknowledge multiple identities. This, in turn, might allow traditionally marginalized constituents to engage in "'strategic deployment of a political race-consciousness,'" and to experiment in new, deliberative democratic practices and develop a broader social justice agenda.34
PROBLEMATIZING THE "GOOD PROJECT"
Traditionally marginalized constituents have been participating in PB in impressive numbers, but just what democratic exercise, exactly, they are participating in remains understudied. To what extent does the process overall allow these constituents to forward project proposals that weave together counter-narratives, combating dominant cultural logics and discourses of what New York needs? A project process analysis-tracing projects from idea inception, through vetting, selection via popular vote, funding, and ultimately implementation-suggests that, at each stage of the process, certain types of ideas move forward. In interviews, both budget delegates and others involved in the process, including city agency representatives, discussed the underlying logics of successful "good projects," helping to articulate which projects tended to move forward and why. 
Whose Cultural Capital?
Through the complex process of project proposal and selection,35 constituents negotiate whose ideas should take priority; in addition, the predominant criteria they use to set priorities also appear to shift. When community members first articulate the proposal ideas, they focus foremost on whatever they believe their families, neighbors, and neighborhoods need most. Very quickly in the process, however, the focus of budget delegates, city agencies, council staff, and voters all shift to what is eligible, "feasible," and "reasonable."
Granted, some of these dynamics are not just about feasibility; the process as currently designed has actual limits on the types of proposals, and also excludes community participation in project implementation and outcomes. However, even within these constraints, and even with strong outreach and city staff conversant in working with diverse communities, the constituents most able to push their proposals forward, and especially to tweak their proposals to become feasible and not be eliminated because of technicalities, tend to be those with more social capital, legal resources, and certain forms of knowledge and cultural capital.
One former facilitator described how intimidating the proposal process felt. As she put it, I can't imagine. Even for me, I'm a lawyer and I was an in-house lawyer to city agencies for a while, so I have some experience … [with] how things run. I was screaming and yelling to anyone who would listen about … the lack of information, but also the inequity. I was sitting in this lawyer's office at a big white-shoe law firm having a sushi lunch talking about our issues. I thought, this is really unfair because I'm a pretty resourceful lawyer who knows to go to [a specific non-profit] and get a [pro bono] law firm.36
According to this former facilitator, the facially neutral criteria of feasibility quickly took precedence over community need and priority, and sidelined the sorts of testimony and evidence-based on lived experiences on which neighborhood areas felt less safe at night, or which schools required dire repairs, for instance-more likely to put forth by traditionally marginalized constituents. Instead, the constituents most likely to forward successful projects were those who tailored (or even created) their projects to fit city agencies' PB project criteria. "I ended up dropping out of PB. … I was so disgusted with … [projects] … being contorted to look liketo be defined as-need for technology. That made me crazy."37 This detail suggests that the eligibility criteria may tend exclude projects born out of needs. It also suggests these criteria are technical enough so that those with traditional educational and cultural capital can best navigate the process. These criteria are thus best and most easily manipulated by those with legal and bureaucratic connections, skills in logic and discursive framing, and grant proposal-writing skills to "distort" their desires into PB-eligible "needs."
Such dynamics would resemble a sort of YIMBY (yes-in-my-backyard) politics, in which wealthier, already organized, predominantly white parent groups launched campaigns advocating 35 See Su's introduction to this symposium on PB for a fuller description of the process. 36 Interview with former facilitator, 21 September 2015. 37 Ibid.
for technology improvements in comparatively well-resourced schools. Schools appeared to be especially vulnerable to this dynamic because their constituents are often already formally organized into parent groups, and because schools and libraries consistently represented the largest category of ballot items in PB.
For example, in the first PB cycle in 2011-2012, ideas submitted through the online plat-form constituted twenty percent of all ideas proposed in district 39; yet, more than half of winning projects originated in the online platform.38 By contrast, most of that district's neighborhood assemblies (where face-to-face deliberation took place) did not yield any winning projects that year, despite high and active participation. This fits well with findings that city-wide, the PB online platform most engaged white, well-educated, and higher-income constituents.39
Thus, even as PB organizers strive to combat colorblindness in their outreach, later stages of the process become vulnerable to interest convergence, and of limiting the scope of projects funded. 40 Budget delegates complained that their original project ideas, which spoke to dire community needs, were often sidelined and replaced by questionably needed projects that appeared easy to implement. Predictably, these projects were also those prioritized by city agencies or championed by already powerful groups. They were thus not able to forward counter-narratives so much as choose between options that were already largely developed. For example, one former delegate complained that he had been trained to "think small," and that when he tried to put forward employment ideas, "They say, 'oh no you can't, it's going to be too big!'… It was shut down! Even by my peers! … We don't think, we behave small."41 He continued, I live in the district. I am a grandfather … I am someone who is interested in my community. And the number one thing … is to get work for the people. People need to eat, they need shelter … We senior citizens need somewhere to gather …. School children and working people, that's what I'm for, not garbage baskets at the sidewalk and a bunch of other things. And when you suggest a reasonable thing you get verbally shut down. 42 To this delegate, the process ultimately "didn't progress anywhere. Where was it going? It was just people debating and speaking about minor things like traffic lights, like garbage pails … It wasn't progressive."43 This delegate did not suggest that constituents without legal degrees needed to become more informed about budget regulations; rather, his comments question whether budget delegates can be empowered to develop projects that explicitly address substantive community needs and equity as a goal.
In response, some city agency representatives complained that budget delegates seemed "uninformed" or rent-seeking in their project proposals. Nevertheless, in interviews, none of them named actual, PB-related proposals they thought to be unreasonable. However, the dominant definition of what was "feasible" narrowed to exclude innovations or new priorities. One city agency representative went as far as declaring, "We'll work with what's feasible," with what is "already within the framework of the types of projects that we already fund."44
In the NYC context, there is both the possibility of greater redistribution from high-to lowincome neighborhoods and greater risk of rent-seeking by white elites in economically and racially diverse City Council districts. Without strong facilitation, an emphasis on needs assessments, and attention to different forms of cultural capital and styles of deliberation, PB runs the risk of privileging participants well-versed in "hegemonic discursive codes" and policy jargon.45
To another current budget delegate, the process involves "delegating the work to everybody … where it look[s] like they have power [when] really there's no power; they just become overworked."46 This dynamic jeopardizes PB's ability to empower the marginalized, instead enlisting "citizens in measuring, auditing and monitoring … in a depoliticized technical process that defuses conflicts and treats them as consumers" rather than political stakeholders.47
Because the annual cycle ends with a voting process, some budget delegates and facilitators went as far as to suggest that PB can, in some cases, reify a market logic of choice and inequalities. One former facilitator commented that, I'm in a district with a really fair councilmember … [with] his eye on equity and need … In certain districts, I think PB would be a better process if … community organizers 43 Ibid. 44 Interview with city agency representative, 18 July 2014. 45 [were] figuring out where the needs [were], and then bringing that to the City Councilmember's attention. 48 Without strong critical pedagogy and strong facilitation, PB can sometimes decentralize decision-making without the changes in power dynamics necessary for critical race praxis. The process emphasizes "good projects" in ways that sideline alternative criteria, such as the bodily experience of marginalized constituents, especially people of color, as well as redistribution, equity, dignity, and shared power.
QUESTIONING CAUSAL PATHWAYS IN "PUBLIC SAFETY"
A notable example of PB projects potentially reinforcing racial hierarchies, at least according to some constituents, lies in the popularity of surveillance cameras among PB projects, especially in public housing projects. These have won funding every year so far. At first glance, the popularity of surveillance cameras administered by the New York Police Department may be somewhat surprising, given widespread street protests against police violence in the past two years, as well as long-standing complaints about police surveillance, stop-and-frisk policies, and aggressive tactics over decades. 49 At the same time, the prominence of body, dashboard, and cell phone camera feeds in documenting police brutality in recent cases has highlighted the important roles of cameras in bottom-up accountability as well.50 How and why have surveillance cameras emerged as perennial, winning "good projects" in PB?
To unpack the causal pathways implicit in contestations over "public safety" and surveillance, I rely on the sort of "stories" emphasized in CRT-partly because some interviewees discussed how race pervaded their PB experiences, and how race could not be neatly analyzed as a discrete variable. I draw more extensive quotations from eleven of the interviews, so that I might delve into their specific experiences in greater depth. When participants raised issues of race in these interviews, I explicitly asked them to expand upon these issues or cite examples. Seven of these interviews were conducted with PB budget delegates of color. Four were conducted with facilitators or community allies in the PB process, three of whom are white.
Participants of color who advocated for surveillance cameras reported that they did not do so in naïve, unquestioning ways; their visions of community safety included greater police accountability and economic support as well as surveillance, and they crucially included bottom-up accountability and access to the data (the video footage) captured by cameras. To them, PB should allow constituents to shape not just what programs are administered, but how.
Community members who advocated for surveillance cameras also conveyed nuanced takes on "safety" in their neighborhoods. They stated that they needed interventions for their neighbors, who let their dogs defecate in the elevators and did not clean up after them, engaged in petty crimes, or damaged building amenities. They hoped that security cameras would help them to ascertain who was doing what, to hold these folks accountable. One delegate, a middle-aged Black immigrant woman in the Bronx, asserted that:
Right now my main focus is to bring more programs into the neighborhood. Education, education. Jobs, jobs …. I think that cameras are a necessity in the community because we're a high-level poverty [community] and people tend to do stupid stuff … when their back [is] against a wall … Security is bigger than this, cameras.51
These statements tie micro-, individual-level behaviors to macro-level inequalities, pointing to structural forces such as poverty as root causes of criminal acts. Indeed, some interviewees first discussed these surveillance camera projects as just one small element of a much broader vision of community safety. As one former white male facilitator in his twenties put it:
The whole dialogue with safety [goes] beyond policing, so this leads to a much broader conversation … tied into the Black Lives Matter campaign, against the one thousand new cops, and all the hundred millions dollars for the however many new police officers and the whole safety beyond police campaign. But there's this assumption that, "Oh yea, PB was going to fund the new cameras that's going to make the whole community safer." … Rather than fully funding robust social programs and services, and wrap-around services and community schools that our young people need to actually prevent crime and violence.52
Over time, the jobs programs and other components of more holistic visions for community safety gained less attention in PB, partly because they fell outside of eligibility criteria.
These contestations over "community safety" reflect the extent to which later stages of the PB process did not speak to these residents' lived experiences, give them the ability to articulate the root problems they wished to address, or analyze the criteria by which their project proposals were judged.
Further, Bronx public housing residents who did get cameras expressed frustrations of not being able to access, own, and interpret the camera footage, the data, themselves. They wanted to access footage of police brutality as well as crimes, and they protested the fact that police typically do not review the footage unless major crimes like murders have been captured on tape, and they are often not willing to make any public. One delegate, the immigrant Black woman quoted above, lamented that, They're putting [in] all these cameras, we don't have access, there's nobody to monitor them on a frequent basis. It's only when they [have] a big shoot-out of that nature, the camera is being looked into. … The murders and stuff, we'll leave that to the professionals which is the cop, but [for other incidents,] when the police is against our people and [our community] has a lot of police brutality. We can get community leaders [to] get an opportunity to view that and form a community to even do a protest if they wanted-a … peaceful demonstration … a non-breaking the rules protest. We are not given that opportunity.53
Another PB participant, a Latino man in Brooklyn, commented that:
What happened the year prior-six hundred and eighty thousand dollars was chosen to go into putting up more cameras in the neighborhood … How does the community feel safe when incidents like this happen and the authorities are the ones committing these crimes against citizens, and there's no accountability, there's no transparency, there's no access to this footage? So we're being surveiled, you know, public funds are being used to surveil the public, but the public does not get access to this footage.54
At its extreme, PB funds can be used to include traditionally marginalized constituents to increase funding for the very same practices that many of them are protesting. This participant continued:
I mean, everybody wants to feel safe-People believe that these cameras are beneficial to the safety of the community, but … A lot of the people who I spoke to, who voted for these cameras, they themselves told me that if they had known beforehand that there's no way that we'll ever get access to this footage-they would never have voted for that.55
From a critical race perspective, constituents' bodily experiences are not interchangeable or neutral, and these materialities must be weighed as essential testimony in designating "good projects," and in weighing who represents the "community" in deliberations:
I keep on pushing that this has to be community-led … And it's a diverse group: Latino, White, Black, Asian … Because we're the ones who are living through these experiences, we're the ones who have gone through all the heartache and pain and if our experience is not [to] the table for discussion … here our community loses the opportunity to get to the root of a problem.56 53 Interview with current budget delegate, 10 September 2015. 54 Interview with former budget delegate, 13 May 2015. 55 Ibid. 56 Ibid.
Further, increasing funds for communities of color will not address institutionalized racism and power dynamics between communities and the state, as much as changing how funds are spent would:
If we just depend on the police to do the right thing … we're going to be doing circles because … they [always] go about it with the same formula, the same recipe: they flood the streets with cops… and that's a recipe for disaster. And if they continue to repeat the same patterns … then we as a community have to come together … have to go public about why this isn't going to work.57
In interviews, these constituents of color emphasized how they are trying to address root problems very much tied to larger issues of political economy, and of racial hierarchies in American society. This Brooklyn participant, for instance, explicitly tied concerns over policing to gentrification:
So I definitely am not only witnessing but experiencing myself how … we're being displaced and how long-term residents are being pushed out … And how a lot of the stuff with the cameras was really about helping to create a bigger division between long-term residents and these new folks that are coming into the neighborhood. I mean, because we feel like we're being overly policed, and it's really to make these new folks feel welcome.58
His remarks pointedly question whose community safety is most served by PB-funded surveillance cameras.
Based on his experiences, the former white male PB facilitator quoted above asserted that "you can't ignore the question of race … in the PB process … It needs to be about openly shifting … the economic power dynamic, and making sure that lower-income communit[ies] of color … have more decision-making power, access to resources."59 Interestingly, his vision of "not just economic justice, but racial economic justice" included mechanisms for quotas for people of color among budget delegates and facilitators, and that "the process gets deepened, radicalized, allowing black delegates to form a caucus if they want to."60 These remarks suggest neighborhood assemblies may not be sufficient safe spaces for people of color and traditionally marginalized constituents. For them to mount successful project campaigns, greater attention to safe spaces later in the process may be helpful as well. 57 Ibid. 58 Ibid. 59 Interview with former facilitator, 4 September 2015. 60 Ibid.
DISCUSSION
PBNYC has engaged and, in some cases, re-enfranchised traditionally marginalized constituents in a local political process. This constitutes a genuine triumph. Formerly incarcerated youth of color I interviewed, for instance, testified to the terror they felt in speaking to school principals during site visits to research project proposals, since they had been used to state institutions as solely policing, surveilling, and punitive.61 PB was transformative for them because it enabled them to, for the first time, forward their own contributions and expertise as well.
Nevertheless, the experiences of PBNYC budget delegates and their resulting projects pinpoint ways in which inclusion is a necessary but insufficient step toward racial equity.
Together, the testimonies above form counter-narratives that challenge "feasibility" as the main criterion for "good" PB projects, explicitly tie on-going community needs to issues of political economy outside of PB's current contours, and center the material conditions of people of color in characterizing the need to help shape how and why specific projects are chosen and implemented.
The racially disparate impacts of policy processes-even participatory ones, like PB-are inextricably intertwined with the underlying criteria used along the way. While city officials forward the current dominant logics of "feasibility" and "reasonableness" as objective criteria for good projects, they are nevertheless socially constructed to value certain types of knowledge and expertise over others. This can result in increased managed participation, rather than truly meaningful empowerment. This is a more subtle dynamic than overt discrimination; indeed, during public briefings and meetings with city agencies, agency representatives consistently conversed with budget delegates with patience and respect. Nevertheless, the current process has the effect of disparaging certain types of constituents and criteria-including community needin racialized ways. In this way, community members can advocate and vote for surveillance cameras as a perennial PB ballot item, without ever explicitly mentioning race in deliberations.
Whereas some budget delegates emphasize the ways in which concrete, overlapping interests helped them to form cross-cutting alliances, others warned about losing focus on the larger structures that perpetuate inequalities. Some activists and scholars have dubbed an emphasis on mutual support as "intersectionality lite,"62 arguing that a truly intersectional approach would force deliberating groups-like budget delegate teams-to adopt new analytical lenses on community issues, starting from the lived conditions and bodily experiences of those most affected.
Indeed, the PBNYC case highlights profoundly intersectional dimensions of participation, especially by race and class. The intersections here go beyond the fact that native-born, white residents report higher incomes than other residents,63 and that higher income, higher educated residents may have the social networks and legal skills to more easily navigate bureaucratic regulations in municipal budgeting. They pointedly underline how race continues to serve as a fundamental "modality in which class is 'lived,' the medium through which class relations are experienced, the form in which it is … fought through."64 After all, in both education and community safety (the two PB project categories where budget delegates repeatedly raised issues of race) policy, policy-makers draw upon racialized lines of public discourse to justify neoliberal welfare retrenchment policies and status quo class inequalities. In popular debates on the "racial achievement gap" in education, a "culture of poverty" discourse helps to shift public scrutiny away from egregious inequalities in school funding. 65 In conversations on community safety, popular tropes around "criminality" and "broken windows" similarly shift the unit of analysis from structural forces to individuals.66
The resulting policies-punitive measures according to performance on high-stakes testing in education, and punitive fines for small infractions in policing-also work to help local governments to generate revenues in the face of austerity economics. As an example from Ferguson, Missouri (the working-class, predominantly African-American town where Michael Brown was killed by police officer Darren Wilson), court fines and fees added up to $2.63 million dollars and the second-largest source of the town's revenues in 2014. 67 In a town with a population of roughly twenty-one thousand, the Ferguson municipal court issued arrest warrants for 32,975 nonviolent offenses that year, mostly driving-related.68 Such inter-sectional dynamics highlight how, in a political economy of racial capitalism, equity work-such as PB work-must address neoliberal logics and white supremacy in tandem. 69 In working toward critical race praxis, PB organizers must re-center racial economic justice not just in targeted outreach, but in subsequent phases of the process as well. This especially holds true after the neighborhood assembly phase, when budget delegates negotiate with one another and with city agencies in evaluating the feasibility and contested merit of each proposal. Deliberative fora, such as those organized during the neighborhood assembly and budget delegate phases, could be woven into the vote phase as well. Budget delegates' experiences also suggest that access to data is fundamental in helping budget delegates to develop counter-narratives that emphasize the perspectives of people of color, reveal the discriminatory effects of facially neutral, colorblind criteria, and work toward alternative logics and bottom-up accountability.
Since the first cycle in 2011-2012, many of the districts have consistently adopted the use of an equity matrix and trained facilitators during the budget delegate phase, and this has helped some budget delegate teams to focus on community needs in their PB work. These practices are crucial. In one district, several of the winning ballot items seemed to come out of nowhere during the budget delegate phase; they couldn't be tied to any of the more than eight hundred ideas proposed during the neighborhood assembly phase.70 At first glance, this might seem alarming, as if budget delegates were creating new proposals to serve themselves. In reality, they had called low-income schools in the district, canvassing them on their top priorities, despite the fact that these schools did not have well-resourced and -organized parent groups like the district's wealthier schools did.71 In this case, the delegates acted as a countervailing force for equity and critical race praxis.
Critical race praxis in PB would not only include but foreground the issues of those marginalized by city policy-in land use and financialization, policing, schooling, et cetera.-and rely most on the "perceptions, experiences, and counterhegemonic practices" of people of color to articulate the criteria upon which good projects should be judged.72 Critical praxis thus involves allowing community members to define the rules that govern them, as well as proposing ideas and deciding between articulated choices.
The experience of participating in public budgeting has educated, empowered, and even outraged constituents to demand more, and to hold government more accountable. These constituents are now engaged not only in debates regarding local discretionary expenditures, but also regarding the municipal budget overall and substantive policy arenas-policing, affordable housing and land use, schools-as well. Because the PBNYC-eligible funds remain rather limited, many of the most interesting and profound outcomes thus far take the form of spillover effects. For instance, from 2011 to 2013, parents and students were upset about putting PB discretionary funds toward school bathroom stalls, which felt like basic needs. The PB process mobilized them around this issue; in 2014, the Department of Education doubled its allocation for school bathrooms. This was explicitly because of PB.73
As budget delegates asserted, PB eligibility rules and the associated pots of money must be expanded; PB cannot operate meaningfully as a marginal exercise in the city budget. To truly pursue racial equity, PB must enable participants to trouble the larger logics in which municipal budgeting and related policy regimes (including schooling and policing) operate.
